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Monday, December 25 of 2023

APPARITION OF SAINT JOSEPH, THE VIRGIN MARY AND THE CHILD JESUS IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

 

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

We are before the Sacred Family of Nazareth: Our Lady, the Virgin Mary, Saint Joseph and the
Little Child Jesus.

Let us listen to the Words of Our Lady:

 

On a night like this, My children, when there was no hope in the world, Our Sacred hearts were
walking to Bethlehem, guided by the angels and the lights in the sky, sustained by the Divine
Consciousness and the Holy Spirit of God.

In this way, we arrived at the grotto of Bethlehem, with tired Bodies, that would have been humanly
impossible to endure, but with the sustenance of God and His angels, it was possible for us to stay
in inner strength and, through it, to sustain Our Bodies.

On a night like this, wickedness and confusion reigned in the hearts of humanity, just as they reign
in the hearts of many human beings on this day and, for the same reason that We once arrived in
Bethlehem, We arrive here today, at this simple place, chosen by God to pour out His Healing upon
the world.

I come here, My children, to tell you not to lose hope. Our Hearts unceasingly pray for the world,
especially for the souls that cannot find meaning in life. Therefore, let each one of you be like a
living flame that ignites again the light of the world, just as the little Child Jesus did, granting
humanity a new opportunity through His life offering,

Humanity needs a new opportunity today. Therefore, children, who will offer to renew God's Love
and allow Christ to be reborn in your hearts?

 

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Let us listen to the Words of Saint Joseph:

 

Today We are here for the pilgrim souls, for those who have faith in Our Sacred Presence.
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Today We are here for the families that live in wars, for those who no longer believe in love, who
no longer believe in God, because in their hearts reigns pain and a suffering they will never manage
to understand.

Today We are here, children, so that you may continue to pray for peace, so that in your families
there may reign the hope of overcoming the challenges, the differences, the purifications, so that
unity may again reign and that, far beyond what you may live within yourselves, there may always
be understanding, dialog and, above all, love.

Today Our Sacred Hearts bring a special Grace to the world, a world that is in agony and  that cries
out to God, to feel peace again.

Just as one day We were in Bethlehem in body and soul, crying out for the world, opening the doors
of this planet for the arrival of the Messiah, in the same way We are here today, opening within
your hearts, a space where you can feel God's Presence, where He can reign and make you
overcome the adversities of these times.

 

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Let us listen to Our Lady:

 

Dear children, with the Child Jesus in My Arms, I bring to My Heart all the children of the world,
and I ask you to do the same, and that tonight you not forget those who agonize, that you not forget
that you are here to be soldiers of peace, intercessors with My Immaculate Heart for all the souls
who suffer.

Many do not have the Grace of celebrating this Christmas the way you can celebrate it today. Many
are immersed in sadness, helplessness and a lack of love, and the darkness in which their hearts are
is so great that they cannot cry out to God, My children.

Therefore, cry out on behalf of souls, of the most lost souls, and when you learn to ever more pray
from the heart, when you learn to go beyond yourselves to offer your lives for those who suffer, that
will be, My children, when you will understand the Love of Christ, that Love which waits to reign
in your hearts, as well as in all human hearts.

 

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Let us listen to the little Child Jesus:

 

I pray for peace, I pray for the peace that has become lost in hearts, I pray for you to be persevering
and for the Divine Purpose to reign in the hearts and consciousnesses of all those who have made a
commitment to Me, just as I have committed to humanity, and Am here today before your hearts.
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I ask you not to stop being before Me, so that I may strengthen you, so that I may sustain you and
that, despite the cross of the world, your hearts may know the strength that I have known. Open
yourselves to that, and have your hearts ready, just as My Heart is ready to return to the world.

Today the Sacred Family blesses you, just as it blesses the planet, which I have in My Hands today.
I ask you to be in vigil for the souls that become lost tonight, for not understanding the spiritual
meaning of the Birth of the Lord.

 

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Let us listen to Our Lady:

 

My children, Our Sacred Hearts will return to the Feet of God, where We were up to this moment,
in vigil and prayer for all of humanity. Unite to Us so that the unity between your hearts and the
Heart of God may not be lost.

Today We leave Our blessings and Our Grace to you.

I thank you for being here, for responding to My Call and for persevering in prayer.

Receive the Grace of the Sacred Family, allow it to permeate your families and offer it for all the
families of the word.

In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Go in peace and pray for peace.

I thank you.
 

Sister Lucía de Jesús:

Well, brothers and Sisters, before concluding our work of today, we will make a brief account at the
request of Our Lady. The truth is that I didn't expect this movement.

When we were praying, during the third mystery, I began to have a vision of different places on the
planet, most of them were places that are at war today and, while we were praying, I could perceive
Our Lady with Saint Joseph and the Child Jesus walking at those places.

They were barefoot, with very simple, old clothes, just as the Sacred Family of Nazareth used to
dress, like the Jews of two thousand years ago.

So we went on offering our prayers for the spiritual task They were carrying out, but I really did not
think that They would come here, because in all Apparitions many things happen during the
prayers, which sometimes we perceive and sometimes we do not, but we only comment when the
Divine Hierarchy asks us to do it. So I really thought it was a spiritual task that would take place
during the work of prayer.
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As we advanced with the prayers of Hail Mary, the Sacred Family went through different places,
changing from one space of the planet to another, as if They were crossing portals and dimensions
along the way. In some of those places it was night, in others it was day time.

While They walked, the angels rescued souls through portals of Light that opened up over the
Sacred Family. Some of the places They went were not at war, they were like normal cities. They
passed within the homes of people, They went on the streets, They would touch souls that were
really not celebrating Christmas as the Birth of Jesus. And what we could understand was that They
were putting within those souls a code of awakening.

We continued accompanying these visions during prayer and, when we were in the last prayers of
the fourth mystery, a portal of Light began to open over us. It first had an oval shape and, through
it, we could perceive different dimensions.

First several angels began to appear, and one of them came to us and asked us if we were willing to
receive the Sacred Family. At that moment we said yes, and then we waited.

When the brothers and sisters began to sing Hail Mary, this portal expanded more and more, as if
different explosions of Light were taking place, illuminating the whole tent. With closed eyes, the
sensation it caused in us was that of having a short-circuit in the light, of rays igniting and fading
away, until the moment when the angels asked us to kneel down. At that hour, from that portal, a
six-pointed star appeared in three dimensions, starting small and ending big, as if it were
embracing all of us within itself. That also happened like an explosion.

The star came like a point of Light, and suddenly it grew and embraced us, but that happened in a
second. When it grew, it placed all of us within a spiritual reality, where an energy of Grace began
to work in our consciousnesses.

Right after that explosion of Light, the Sacred Family began to arrive here. First They approached
as spheres of Light, then as shapes of Light, until They gradually appeared in greater detail, as the
Sacred Family of Nazareth.

Saint Joseph and Our Lady were holding Hands, and our Divine Mother was holding Jesus, who
had the appearance of about four years old.

When They began to speak, the first thing our Divine Mother told us was that we should tell
everyone that we were in the Presence of the Sacred Family. While each one of Them spoke to us, I
could perceive that inner situations of different families in the world began to receive healing.

While They spoke, I cannot explain it very well, but it was like different energies were coming out of
the consciousnesses, which stimulated conflicts, disagreements. Energies that oftentimes we are
purifying and that, in our daily relationship as a family, prevents us from understanding one
another or makes it difficult to live together (at least that was the way I could understand it).

So those energies began to come out, and our souls received the Grace of greater understanding. As
Our Lady showed us, that Grace came so that we could foment dialog, so that we could better
understand our neighbor, and so that, in our relationships as a family, we could see one another as
they really are, rather than as they appear to be or as they are at this moment of so much
purification.
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And that was happening with us here, but also with different families in the world, who were
listening to Our Lady, and with families that were not accompanying this transmission, but who
were internally united to the Sacred Family at that moment.

It is something a little difficult to explain, because they were rather like images and inner
understanding, which the Divine Hierarchy was delivering to us as it was talking to us.

Lastly, through this portal of the Sacred Family, an energy descended upon us in the form of a Dove
of Light, which represented a Grace, which each one of us will discover as they begin to live it, a
Grace that the Sacred Family brought to us on this Christmas night.

After They finished speaking, our Divine Mother, Saint Joseph and the Child Jesus told us They
would be brief, because They were in prayer at the Feet of God, interceding for different situations
of the world.

 

Mother María Shimani de Montserrat:

It is not my task in this lifetime to transmit the things we see, but in a way to confirm the experience
of Sister Lucía, today the Divine Mother requested that I make a brief explanation of what I had
seen.

When we sat here, to begin the task, I looked at Sister Lucía and told her: "We have to be attentive,"
because at such an important moment as this one, Christmas, the Hierarchy always brings peace
and something special for souls, beyond what happens here on the surface.

This is why we were very attentive during the whole prayer and the songs. And when Piedad began
to sing, I believe it was in the second paragraph of the Ave Maria, she placed her voice in a way
that crossed the tent and united to a Light that was coming from the back of the tent. A great
explosion of Light invaded the whole tent, and the energy of Aurora, that is, the entire Aurora,
ignited in Light. It was as if all the energy, all the consciousness of Aurora, was opening as great
portals, and something very strong happened in the inner worlds of all of us. At that moment, we felt
the Voice of Our Lady saying, "Prepare yourselves, for We are arriving."

Then, when Sister Lucía took the cushion, we began to feel many things. While the Messengers were
speaking, many scenes of wars began to appear. Among them, the image appeared of a child who
might be ten, by his countenance, he seemed Arabian. He was crying desperately, and we
understood that the pain that the creature was feeling represented the pain of all the children of
wars.

And Mary was explaining to me that only the lap of a mother, a strong maternal embrace, could
calm him. And that all of us should embrace the children of wars and take them within ourselves, to
our hearts, to calm the pain that the childhood of this humanity has to face.

I understood that this consolation, this love, which only motherhood and fatherhood can give, was
what They were inviting us to offer.

Because in reality, here among us, in this celebration which we are experiencing, in this peace, we
could not really understand what is happening, and sometimes it is not due to unwillingness on our
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part, but rather it is a pain that we still do not know.

So, let us make an effort in our prayers and in the consolation that this human love, which we feel,
can give to all the children of wars.

We will meet again on December 31st. We will be all together to bid farewell to this year, with the
intention that the things that happen in the world may be relieved, may calm down, that the men and
women of this world may reflect, that we may all reflect upon what we are living and that we may
collaborate so that this world may receive Our Lord with joy and gratitude.

Thank you all very much!

We hope you all may have a night of peace, and we meet in the Heart of God. 


